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BIRCOtwinpack® – 
More than a channel
Line drainage with a second drainage level

www.birco.com

More functions for planners with  
more foresight

+  Collection, sedimentation, and drainage in one 
 component

+  Small nominal width 150 for high flexibility

+  Monolithic component with high stability

+  Attractive price/performance ratio 

+  Channel with and without sediment pipe

+  No conflict with high groundwater levels due  
 to its low design

+  Urban and housing developments, commercial  
 and private properties

+  Also suitable for small areas 

Discover the 

new Drainage 

possibiLities 

Your BIRCO customer service representative can answer any 
questions you may have



BIRCOtwinpack®    |    The 2-in-1  
channel with that extra difference
Imagine that you could, with a single channel system, 
collect water as well as allow it to drain off in a second 
level – with the practical side effect that you have 
already sedimented the water. Alternatively, you could 
use the second level for whatever you need.

This is a unique concept from BIRCO that has proven 
itself in numerous applications. The narrow channel 
with its stable monolithic body withstands all loads.

Designed to be flexible, the new BIRCOtwinpack® 
channel system can also be installed in curves or fitted 
using mitre cuts. You can design freely.

BIRCOtwinpack® makes it easy for you to innovate.
Discover the many possibilities together with our  
experts.

Operating principle of the  
version with sedimentation

Inflow through the grating

Drainage on the top level

Sediment pipe with filter

Top level: collection

Level 2 can be used as desired

Lower level: drainage

+  Channel + second level in one product
+ Integrated sedimentation function
+ Drains 42 m2 per meter of length
+ Load class A 15 to F 900
+ Quick-action fastener or fastened using bolts
+ Maintenance interval > 10 years
+ Nominal width 150 with bloating guard
+ Wide range of grating options
+   Connections can be planned as desired using 

holes or end caps

BIRCOtwinpack®    |    Facts

Down to the last detail –  
creativity at two levels

Modern channel systems fulfill the  
requirements of complex projects

+   High hydraulic performance  
(300 l / s * ha of intense rain)

+  Long maintenance interval > 10 years

+  Second level for alternative use

+  Drainage planning just like before

Sedimentation is achieved 
using a sediment pipe with 
an integrated filter.
The maintenance interval 
is normally > 10 years due 
to the retention space and 
the filter structure.

The second level can be 
used as a bypass, separate 
water channel or as a cable 
and wire channel. You can 
design the overall system 
individually.

It is generally not necessary 
to clean the second level.  
If cleaning should be neces-
sary, then the second level 
is easy to access by channel 
cleaners through openings 
and outfall units.

Operating principle  
with separate levels


